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Abstract 

In the competition of the Space Race, there are important lessons from history. 

There are also traditions and policies at play in the race as well. For the Russians, 

the legacy is of having goals and the tools to carry them out, but lacking the means 

to maintain their tools or complete their objectives. In contrast, the American legacy 

is of having means or manpower, material, and money but lacking policy and vital 

infrastructure to carry out the national space interests.   
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 In the competition of the Space Race, there are important lessons from history. There are 

also traditions and policies at play in the race as well. For the Russians, the legacy is of having 

goals and the tools to carry them out, but lacking the means to maintain their tools or complete 

their objectives. In contrast, the American legacy is of having means or manpower, material, and 

money but lacking policy and vital infrastructure to carry out the national space interests. 

Presented in this paper is also a discussion of the history of Russian aggression against the 

American government, a progression in the importance of sea power, and how various 

components of space power can be compared to components of sea power. 

The purpose of this paper is to build on the foundations that have been laid for a Space 

Power Theory, and create a comprehensive examination of important features, while comparing 

them to previously used and known ideas. The reasoning behind such a comparison is not to 

over-simplify space but to make space consumable for the person who knows very little about 

the idea. For Mahan, the idea of sea power was to explain the relevance of the Steam Engine 

upon naval warfare, trade, and the colonial wealth of nations, even with the technology being 

new.  

History of Sea Power 

In the history of power and politics, several originators have come up with ideas to 

explain the movement of powers in history and how individual nations have carried out their 

wars, diplomacy, and operations to become the hegemon in their region or globe. One such 

theory is Sea Power by Alfred Thayer Mahan. Mahan’s work, The Influence of Sea Power upon 

History, 1660-1783, examined the efforts of the British Empire and how it came to be so strong 

in the arrival of the 19th and early 20th centuries.  
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While it has been more than a hundred years since Mahan first wrote about sea power, 

the applicability of its theory to Space is undeniable. While there is no ‘space wind’ of the force 

that exists upon our Earth, gravitational forces are the currents that affects spacecraft and 

pressures from celestial bodies can create a wind that may need to be accounted for in an instant.  

Historically speaking, our ancestors were very apt to try and master the sea. “In ancient 

marine times, people used rafts, logs of bamboo, bundles of reeds, air-filled animal skins, and 

asphalt-covered baskets to traverse small water bodies.”1 At some point, our ancestors began to 

use poles and oars to create momentum and speed in the travel, rather than rely upon the water’s 

current. The invention of the sail was the first major transition in maritime travel, because it 

allowed for the transfer from human force and labor to natural force to propel ships, letting ships 

go farther with lighter, less manpowered, loads.  

In the ancient era, the Phoenicians were the first civilization to create a galley-like vessel, 

and through their travels, sailed from the Levant all the way to the Straits of Gibraltar. We know 

these early galleys to be biremes and triremes.2 “The profound influence of sea commerce upon 

the wealth and strength of countries was clearly seen long before the true principles which 

governed its growth and prosperity were detected.”3 The Phoenicians and their successor, 

Carthage, were both trade-reliant powers in the Mediterranean Sea. 

The Vikings were the next major maritime power in history, with creating long ships that 

could travel all the way from the shores of Scandinavia, and into the Mediterranean coasts. The 

Vikings were also the first historically proven civilization to cross the ocean at some of its 

harshest points, particularly through the northern lands of Greenland and Iceland, and even 

                                                           
1 The History of Ships: Ancient Maritime World 
2 The History of Ships: Ancient Maritime World 
3 The Influence of Sea Power Upon History, 1 
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settled those areas.4 The Vikings began the movement to trade by sea, taking goods up and down 

rivers in Russia and Germany, and trading with Arab and even eastern realms. Thanks to the 

Vikings, the foundations of the importance of power at sea would begin to be recognized by 

other later maritime powers. 

During the 1400s and 1500s, the importance of multiple masts became evident, ad 

records from China came to Europe. The Chinese djongs were rather large for their time and the 

travel of it was capable because it functioned on four masts, with two additional masts being 

possible. They were at the largest record size, 6 times bigger than the Portuguese caravels.5 As 

for the caravel, these ships were initially developed to be used in the Mediterranean, but became 

the ships to travel around the world for the Spanish and Portuguese. They were quite sturdy, 

having three masts and incredibly fast for their time. 

It was at the beginning of the sixteenth century that the global system was 

transformed into an oceanic system, as a result of naval technologies linking 

previously isolated continents and opening the world for European imperial 

expansion and colonization. Successively, Portugal in the sixteenth century, the 

Netherlands in the seventeenth century, the United Kingdom in eighteenth and 

nineteenth centuries, and the United States in the twentieth century became major 

powers based on their ability to master the naval innovations of the era and to 

contribute decisively to maintaining international order.6 

The advent of modern history began in 1787 when the first iron ship was created, and 

with the design of the paddle steamer in 1832 by the Laird brothers.7 This is the context of 

                                                           
4 The Vikings 
5 History of Boats and Ships, page 3 
6 Contending Theories of International Relations: A Comprehensive Study, 160 
7 History of Boats and Ships, page 4 
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history that Mahan was writing from, and would begin his theory of commerce and naval 

supremacy equaling hegemony.  

The first and most obvious light in which the sea presents itself from the political 

and social point of view is that of a great highway; or better, perhaps, of a wide 

common, over which men may pass in all directions, but on which some well-worn 

paths show that controlling reasons have led them to choose certain lines of travel 

rather than others. These lines of travel are called trade routes.8 

As Mahan points out, where paths are easiest to make, men travel the most because of 

convenience. Keeping that in mind, we must create a comparison of the easiest paths available 

for space travel, both practical and theoretical. As Mahan also writes:  

The ships that thus sail to and fro must have secure ports to which to return, and 

be followed by the protection of their country throughout the voyages. This 

protection in time of war must be extended by armed shipping. The necessity of a 

navy, in the restricted sense of the word, springs from the existence of a peaceful 

shipping, and disappears with it, except in the case of a nation which has aggressive 

tendencies, and keeps up a navy merely as a branch of the military establishment.9  

If Mahan is considered correct on the needs of a navy for sea power, then through an 

examination of Russian aggression in Space operations and their philosophy on control of space, 

we should find evidence for whether we need a space naval capacity or not. It is our assertion 

that this is the case, and with that being the case, then a foundational grounding of Space 

capabilities must be discussed to protect the national interest. 

History of Soviet Space Aggression 

                                                           
8 The Influence of Sea Power Upon History, 25 
9 The Influence of Sea Power Upon History, 26 
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 Following on the last set of words by Mahan, we can see that if we as a nation are being 

threatened by an aggressive rival at Sea, we need a navy to protect our cargo and trade, in 

essence, protecting our economy. This was the case for the American founders, who sought to 

create a navy for the sake of protecting trade from the British and French Atlantic vessels, and 

from the Barbary corsairs. However, there was clear examples of British and French aggression 

against the United States commerce. Is there evidence of the Russians doing the same with space 

travel and the operations we conduct in space? 

 During the Cold War, technology and advantage were key to win the looming nuclear 

war. As such, the Soviets began their military surveillance satellite system in 1956.10 The Zenit 

spy satellite was the first design for this system, and through an internal dispute over whether 

manned missions were more important than satellite systems, the military agreed to a 

compromise solution where the Vostok manned program would commence, but also began 

development Zenit-2 and Zenit-4 spacecraft based on the Vostok design.11 The combination 

spacecraft was built to do research and carry out experiments while also in orbit, while sending 

all the results back to the earth. 

 In 1957, the Soyuz and R-7 design for space travel were first tested.12 The R-7 was the 

first Intercontinental Ballistic Missile (ICBM) to be created, and has been the most reliable 

model for Russian transportation for manned space missions. However, the R-7 is an active 

ICBM, with a payload of 3 to 5 ton range.13 The idea was that by taking the missile into space, 

they were then capable of hitting the Americans with this missile. The initial reason for the 

Russian space program was to effectively challenge and threaten the American government, who 

                                                           
10 Encyclopedia Astronautica: Zenit 
11 Encyclopedia Astronautica: Zenit 
12 Encyclopedia Astronautica, Soyuz  
13 Encyclopedia Astronautica, R-7 
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was their rival. While the R-7 ceased being used as a rocket for launches in 1961, the foundation 

for an aggressive and belligerent space power was being born.14 

 In 1961, the engineers at OKB-52, a design bureau which became RSC (Rocket and 

Space Corporation) Energia, the operator of the current International Space Station (ISS) staffing 

and experiments, designed a smaller two-stage rocket, which could additionally carry a powerful 

nuclear warhead.15 The reason for the warhead was to sell the space program as a way of 

combating and seizing battlespace against the American enemy. The missile could serve an 

impact of 30 to 150 megatons of nuclear force, and could deliver the damage from orbit.16 While 

the engineers had to constantly include nuclear warheads into their design to get the space 

program moving, internally, the Soviet government didn’t desire to invest in any adventure that 

couldn’t be used to counter or threaten the Americans and NATO. 

 When Khrushchev lost power in 1964, the UR-500 program that was looking to place the 

OKB-52 design into space, lost its major benefactor and support.17 However, top leadership in 

the Russian government realized that while the missile would be inadequate for a payload 

delivery, and the R-3618 could do more significant damage. As such, the project was officially 

relieved of its military function, but kept in progress because the Soviets sought to beat the 

Americans at landing on the moon. That did not happen, and during the Apollo-11 mission, from 

July 16-24, the Americans successfully landed a manned mission on the moon.19 

 The basic premise of the Fractional Orbital Bombardment System (FOBS)20 was to strike 

at the Americans from positions not in Siberia Eastern Russia, in which the US satellites would 

                                                           
14 Encyclopedia Astronautica, R-7 
15 Space Flight: History, Technology, and Operations, 560 
16 Birth of Proton: The Iconic Rocket that Almost Wasn’t 
17 Birth of Proton: The Iconic Rocket that Almost Wasn’t 
18 Rockets: R-36 
19 Chronology: Moon Race  
20 R-36O / SL-X-? FOBS 
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not be aimed at that location.21 The reason for this aiming issue was that the Ballistic Missile 

Early Warning (BMEW) coverage of the US was about direct trajectories, meaning that it was a 

coverage over the northern pole, but not through the southern geographical arc.22 FOBS 

highlights the escalation and deception lengths the Soviets were willing to go to accomplish their 

parity over the US in a nuclear confrontation, and power struggle. It is important to remember 

that FOBS was the response to American power in the nuclear struggle after the failure of 

Khrushchev during the Cuban Missile Crisis.23  

The goal of FOBS was to be able to pre-emptively strike US command and silos, and do 

significant damage to these targets to prevent the second-strike capability of the American 

nuclear forces. The saving grace for this attempted advantage was that when practical came to 

theory, the FOBS was very ineffective against hardened positions, such as missile silos, meaning 

that American forces could survive a pre-emptive strike and retaliate.24 

The Russians tried to take one step closer to being the force in Space when Salyut-3 

(OPS-2 station) was put into orbit on June 25, 1974.25 The Soviets made two manned voyages to 

their first space station, Soyuz-14 and Soyuz-15 missions. Soyuz-14 engaged in large 

photography of the Earth’s surface26 and while on the mission encountered several minor errors 

that warned of danger. While there was no accident, there were several incidents that disrupted 

the quality of the mission.  

Soyuz-15 however was very unsuccessful when the rendezvous system went defective 

and led to a three-time pass on the docking of the station27, each time placing the manned voyage 

                                                           
21 The Soviet Fractional Orbital Bombardment System Program 
22 Department of Defense Annual Report Fiscal Year 1968 
23 Weapons of Mass Destruction (WMDS): R-36-O/SL-X-? FOBS 
24 Weapons of Mass Destruction (WMDS): R-36-O/SL-X-? FOBS 
25 Spacecraft: Manned: Almaz: OPS-2 (Salyut-3) 
26 Almaz: The Russian Battle Station  
27 Encyclopedia Astronautica, Soyuz 15 
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in danger of a collision with the station. Luckily, the ground control was able to disable the 

alignment and the crew returned to Earth after two days of failure to dock and arrive at station.  

As for the unmanned mission of the station, this unmanned mission occurred on 

September 23, 1974 and began the de-orbiting process for the station. In an attempt to make the 

mission have one last successful meaning, the space station was ordered to have its “self-

defense” gun fire into space as it descended.28 A constant problem in this era is that the Soviets 

could not contribute their funds in a manner that properly gave any of their programs the 

necessary amount of manpower, material, and money. An additional complication came from the 

internal struggle between engineers and the military29, and even between the engineers30.  

In 1987, the Russians attempted to create an antisatellite system and place it into orbit. 

Polyus was launched on May 15, 1987, in response to Strategic Defense Initiative, or the Star 

Wars program.31 Polyus had antisatellite weapons, but it also had beam weapons on board its 

vessel, but were reserved only for docking tests rather than an offensive capability. While Polyus 

was being developed to counter SDI, Soviet leader Yuri Andropov sought to demilitarize space, 

so as to prevent an American advantage.  

Andropov was a rather duplicitous individual, and was willing to be violently 

confrontational with the United States32, and Polyus could be seen as an attempt to regain the 

advantage the Soviets once had in space on the US. The story of Polyus was the last hurrah of the 

Soviets; while Gorbachev officially ended the program in 1985 upon taking power, Soviet 

engineers finished the project and attempted to launch the craft. Polyus never completed its 

                                                           
28 Spacecraft: Manned: Almaz: OPS-2 (Salyut-3) 
29 Spacecraft: Manned: Salyut era 
30 People: Chelomei 
31 Encyclopedia Astronautica, Polyus 
32 Yuri Andropov and the Kremlin’s Aggressive Foreign Policy 
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orbiting mission, when it encountered a guidance issue and wound up de-orbiting into the South 

Pacific Ocean.33 

Recent Events of Russian Space Aggression 

 In October 2012, the Russians tested a new type of ICBM that would carry 10 atomic 

warheads over 6000 miles, and is liquid-fueled.34 The Defense ministry expected to begin 

production of the missile by the end of the year. At the same time, the Russian strategic missile 

and aerospace defense forces cooperated a test launch of the Topol ICBM.35 The facility being 

used for these was Plesetsk Space Center, and was to test the “technological” capabilities and 

features of the ICBM.36 In December of 2013, the Russian government announced they would 

begin deploying a new ICBM in 2018, as a way to replace their currently aging and delinquent 

RS-20B Voyevoda, or in NATO, known as the SS-18 Satan.37 

 In December 2014, the Russians tested a new rocket, called the Angara-A5, from their 

facility, Plesetsk Space Center, in Russia.38 The facility was frequently used by the Soviets. But 

in recent space launches39, the Russians have been using the Baikonur Spaceport in Kazakhstan. 

With the recent Crimean annexation, there is a growing concern that the Kazakhs might prevent 

the Russian from the Baikonur facility.40 It does not help that the President of Kazakhstan is 

rather old and lacks a successor41, and Putin has made statements questioning the legitimacy of 

Kazakhstan’s right to statehood.42  

                                                           
33 Encyclopedia Astronautica, Polyus 
34 Russia Reportedly Approves Production of New Liquid-Fueled ICBM 
35 Russia Fires Topol ICBM in Drill 
36 Russia Fires Topol ICBM in Drill  
37 Russia Plans New ICBM to Replace Cold War ‘Satan’ Missile 
38 Successful Flight of Angara-A5 Rocket Marks New Era for Russia’s Ambitions in Space 
39 Plesetsk Cosmodrome 
40 Successful Flight of Angara-A5 Rocket Marks New Era for Russia’s Ambitions in Space 
41 Kazakhstan Profile - Leaders  
42 Kazakhstan is Latest Russian Neighbour to Feel Putin’s Chilly Nationalist Rhetoric  
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The current problem is that with budget cuts inside Russia due to the oil price drop, the 

next Angara mission will be a year away, possibly, meaning that the schedule year delay may be 

extended due to the economic crisis. This means that if the Kazakhstan government changes 

hands, the Russians might be incapable of further testing for their Angara rocket for manned 

mission. The possibility of a land occupation for the sake of controlling the second space 

chokepoint is quite serious for many space researchers. 

 In January 2015, Russian President Vladimir Putin approved the creation of a state 

corporation to eliminate the government entity, Roscosmos.43 One of the functions to be 

absorbed, United Rocket and Space Corporation, had previously consolidated most of the 

Russian government’s space manufacturing enterprises into it. The space industry of Russia has 

seen a large number of failures in recent years, having been in perpetual reform since the fall of 

the Soviet Empire. Prime Minister Dmitry Medvedev has stated that this transfer of authority is 

similar to Rosatom, the state company that controls Russia’s nuclear industry.44  

This is important because the Soviets also did the same, though it was done in a manner 

in which Soviet engineers would have to prove the power parity of a mission or design before it 

could be constructed and tested. This return to an older Soviet system only increases the belief 

that Putin sees space as a new front in the Cold War 2.0.  

As of April 15, 2015, a US Air Force officer stated that the two satellites launched by 

Russia in the last year are suspicious and potentially threatening.45 These threats, accompanied 

by Chinese launches, indicate the lack of space awareness the US government has, and the fact 

that we haven’t integrated our military and space operations, or work with US allies to create a 

                                                           
43 Putin Approves Roscosmos Merger with Conglomerate 
44 Putin Approves Roscosmos Merger with Conglomerate 
45 General: Russian, Chinese Launches Demonstrate Growing Space Threat 
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set of relationships to strengthen our space power. As of last May, there were 4 space objects 

placed by the Russians into the atmosphere, 3 of which are communication satellites, but one is 

an object that is performing maneuvers consistent with anti-satellite weapons the Soviets 

tested.46 

A Foundational Theory of Space Power 

Terrestrial Coast 

In Mahan’s analysis, there were extreme gaps in capability between nations that had a 

coastline and those that did not. The same is the case with the Earth now and space. All along 

our globe, the land we occupy is the coast of space, and any and all attempts to go higher and 

higher from the ground are much like our ancestors trying to swim out from shore at first, and 

eventually building little and eventually large boats. The dilemma here is that it allows for any 

nation willing to contribute to their program to compete long-term in the space race. 

Where are the docks however? They were formerly located in America and they are also 

in Russia and Kazakhstan.47 However, these docks are merely fishing docks, shoreline capable, 

nothing deep water, no cold-harbor ports. They are primitive, frighteningly limited, and 

frustrating small.48  

For now the space docks remain a future consideration while current ships are quite 

fragile in long exposures to travel. Currently the Russians control both their own minor launch 

facility in Plesetsk, but also through influence, the operations at Baikonur. As long as this is the 

case, it is through the Russians that any manned operation must travel from and on its ships that 

those who travel will use.  

                                                           
46 General: Russian, Chinese Launches Demonstrate Growing Space Threat 
47 Plesetsk Cosmodrome 
48 Russian Space Program Recovers, 43 
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In order to protect our vital homeland and shores of space, we must be aware that our 

space coastline must be defendable and oriented towards use of the space sea. “The weakest 

frontier, the Pacific, is far removed from the most dangerous of possible enemies. The internal 

resources are boundless as compared with present needs; we can live off ourselves indefinitely in 

‘our little corner.’ Yet should that little corner be invaded by a new commercial route through 

the Isthmus, the United States in her turn may have the rude awakening of those who have 

abandoned their share in the common birthright of all people, the sea.”49 

Orbital Satellites 

Low Orbit satellites are comparable to the islands that the Portuguese, Norse, and 

Spanish found prior to 1492. They are like the early navigation ships that could travel past the 

coastline into the volatility of the oceans. The idea of putting more of these up is like the attempt 

to find little islands to rest and replenish resources. They can be helpful to gathering information 

and resources, but they aren’t sustainable, and there is a limit of possible satellites in low-Earth 

orbit, prior to a disaster known as Kessler Syndrome.50 

I use this comparison because Low-Orbit satellites are a tool of convenience. However 

the problem comes from the fact that politicians use that to satiate the public will to explore. 

While another satellite sounds useful, we only learn a little more each time rather than creating a 

new stream of data. Over time, we will become unsatisfied and unable to send out further low-

orbit satellites, and efforts will need to be focus on farther reaching probes and possibly manned 

operations, such as the International Space Station. 

                                                           
49 The Influence of Sea Power on History, 1660-1783, 42 
50 Kessler Syndrome is when the debris in the low-earth orbit becomes so cluttered that entering satellites face 

immediately dangerous bombardment from the debris and that the debris continues to grow and thicken over 

time. Kessler Syndrome, Space Safety Magazine 
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However, on Earth low-orbit satellites are currently a new theatre of warfare. During the 

Cold War and even in recent times, the Russians have sought to deploy anti-satellite satellites. 

These employ weapons to destroy our communications and information stream, as well as 

provide an access point to attack and steal our stream of data. Meaning that while our satellites 

are majority-wise prone to violation, the Russians have created satellites with the sole purpose to 

exploit that vulnerability.  

With a combination of arms being necessary for modern military warfare and power, a 

failure to protect our vital lines of communication in space could cause a failure on the battlefield 

in our overseas operations, and even between our own coasts. “When the sea not only borders, or 

surrounds, but also separates a country into two or more parts, the control of it becomes not 

only desirable but vitally necessary. Such a physical condition either gives birth and strength to 

sea power, or makes the country powerless.”51 Because the atmosphere is a large separation 

between our space operations and our homeland, if we do not protect the vital space between the 

two, we are vulnerable to be attacked in either location. 

The International Space Station 

I have said the International Space Station is like Greenland. I still hold this analogy as 

applicable, but another analogy of location in the exploration of the Earth’s Seas is the Azores, a 

set of islands off from the Iberian Peninsula that the Portuguese discovered and colonized. For 

the Portuguese, the Azores were a critical asset of basing when exploring the Oceans and New 

World, as well as controlling trade from the Seas to the Continent of Europe. 

Currently ISS represents this, in that it is the point from which we can observe the seas 

out there in front of us and should communications and trade come from out there, the ISS can 

                                                           
51 The Influence of Sea Power on History: 1660-1783, 40 
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be the first responders. It is a place where minor repairing of ships can occur, where the 

astronauts can relax before beginning their descent back to the Earth, or in the future, their trip 

out there.  At some point, a government of ambition will send out a an expedition much like the 

Spanish funded Christopher Columbus’, seeking wealth and new lands, and at that point the ISS 

will be the Azores and Greenland. It will be a place to stop and receive last-minute vital 

resources and repairs for the journey ahead. A failure to see the Space Station as this means that 

we lose the ability to utilize its potential outside of science.  

In contrast to current events, the American and Western European Sanctions on Russia 

have triggered the Russians to decide they will detach their modules from the International Space 

Station in 2024, and create their own independent outpost.52 NASA has been the general 

contractor of ISS, along with being the conductor of its operations. Roscosmos however has the 

only transportation facility between the ISS and the Earth. The Western sanctions while not 

preventing day-to-day functions, has entirely crippled the joint strategic operation of the 

facility.53  

Thanks to the lacking of a NASA launch platform or any such large facility in the West, 

NASA has so far been unable to create a post-ISS strategy for space operations, in large part 

because it will not be operating its own designs or launching them.54 The reality is that the ISS 

will wear out at some point, if not through obsolesce, and the American private sector is 

currently unable to bear the burden of the nation’s launching capabilities. “If the space station 

ends in the 2020s and there’s nothing to follow it, we will have lost all of this effort in research 

                                                           
52 Russia—and Its Modules—to Part Ways with ISS in 2024  
53 Russia—and Its Modules—to Part Ways with ISS in 2024 
54 NASA Urged to Develop Post-International Space Station Strategy 
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and benefits to humanity. There’s a lack of a low Earth orbit strategic transition plan. We 

haven’t laid out how we’re going to do this transition.”55 

As to the theory of why a Space Station is a necessity for space trade, travel, and military 

defense of our world, is that it can protect our missions, while military platforms on the Space 

station could be used to counter attempts to endanger our missions and our spacecrafts. “The 

advantage of geographical nearness to an enemy, is nowhere more apparent than in that form of 

warfare which has lately received the name of commerce-destroying. This operation of war, 

being directed against peaceful merchants vessels which are usually defenceless, calls for ships 

of small military force. Such ships, having little power to defend themselves, need a refuge or 

point of support near at hand; which will be found either in certain parts of the sea controlled by 

the fighting ships of their country, or in friendly harbors.”56 While we lack a friendly harbor on a 

planet or on earth, the ISS or a space station of any variety would provide such a vital friendly 

harbor for our future crafts. 

Manned voyages 

 When the Russians realized that the Americans had developed a spaceplane capable of 

flying over the Soviet Union and landing is a single orbit, and had a significant capacity to carry 

for military operations57, the Soviet NPO Energia tried to replicate the design and test its 

viability for a repeatable mission. Because the US was trying to carry a military capability with 

their space shuttle, the Soviets hoped to learn what they could get by strategic parity with the US 

in using space shuttles.58 While the Soviets studied the designs, they made multiple decisions to 

not completely follow the design due to technology and engineering capabilities of the Soviets. 

                                                           
55 NASA Urged to Develop Post-International Space Station Strategy 
56 The Influence of Sea Power on History: 1660-1783, 29-31 
57 Military Use of the Space Shuttle, 671 
58 Encyclopedia Astronautica, Buran 
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The Soviets did not know the multiple variations59 on the design the US had gone through from 

1968 to 1972.60 Furthermore, the Russians did not successfully launch a Buran craft until 1988.61 

 While the history of the Apollo missions began the era of Space Power between the 

Soviets and the Russians, there has been a dearth of manned missions to locations outside of the 

International Space Station. While the current future is consumed with keeping the ISS up from 

de-orbiting after 2024, and concern over what the Russians will do with their separate station 

post-ISS62, there have been thoughts about going back to other celestial bodies. 

 Currently, NASA is developing a program to send humans to an asteroid in 2025 and 

Mars in the 2030s. These are objectives that NASA still has from the NASA Authorization Act 

of 2010 and the US National Space Policy, which was also issued in 2010.63 The point of this 

mission, and the point of Manned Voyages in general are to conduct human exploration, 

scientific discovery, and expand our reach into the solar system. Without further human 

exploration and manned voyages, there is no strong way to know efficacy of operations on 

certain planets. Some assumptions can be made from robotic and unmanned missions, but 

without direct human exposure, the consequences or possibilities to view the world are 

exceptionally limited. 

Colonies and colonial posts were sometimes commercial, sometimes military in 

their character; and it was exceptional that the same position was equally 

important in both points of view, as New York was. In these three things—

production, with the necessity of exchanging products, shipping, whereby the 

                                                           
59 II. Historical Background–What Were the Shuttle’sGoals and Possible Configurations? 
60 Developing the Space Shuttle 
61 Encyclopedia Astronautica, Buran 
62 What Happens If Russia Abandons the International Space Station? 
63 NASA’s Journey to Mars  
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exchange is carried on, and colonies, which facilitate and enlarge the operations 

of shipping and tend to protect it by multiplying points of safety—is to be found they 

key to much of the history, as well as of the policy, of nations bordering upon the 

sea.64 

Military Capabilities in Space 

 On October 27, 1967, the Russians began a program of launching anti-satellites for 

military superiority into orbit and continued the program until June 18, 1982.65 These satellites 

would be taken into orbit by the FOBS missiles, the R-36 ICBMs. As a way of particularly 

testing their new found killer satellites, the Russians were prone to setting off charges inside 

these to see how the debris would scatter, and the fragility of their own space objects as well as 

American objects in low-Earth orbit. “It was clear that some deliberate deception was going on - 

after successful tests the ASAT would sometimes be destroyed by its self-destruct system or 

deorbited, and such tests were counted as failures by Western observers.”66 

 In the 1970s while the Soviets sought a way to make FOBS effective against the 

Americans, the Americans developed the ASAT program as a way to kill the killer satellites 

deployed by the Soviets in the 1960s. Meant to be launched from a F-15 Eagle Interceptor and 

was modified to be attached to the F-15A in 1982, the ALMV (Air-Launched Miniature Vehicle) 

would be first tested into space in 1984.67 The system featured a very complex computer system 

because the proper climb and angle of exit of the atmosphere was necessary for the rocket to 

reach its intended target. The American government successfully tested the rocket against a 

semi-functioning satellite on September 13, 1985 and created a minor incident because the 
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satellite was collecting data from observing solar activity.68 However, the American government 

in 1988 decided the program was too expensive, faulty, and impractical.69 

 Of some of the most controversial subjects in the various space theories and practical, is 

the use of Kinetic bombardments. A historical example of this is using gravity to increase the 

lethality of a falling object, like a cannonball, as was used during the early Colonial period. 

While SALT II treaty prohibits the implementation of weapons of mass destruction in the orbit 

of the Earth, the capability of ‘conventional’ weapons is still a possibility.70  

While the science of such a weapon being dropped from orbit has never been tested, the 

possibility of this could be comparable to the tsunami that eliminated the tropical rainforests in 

the Appalachia. 35 million years ago, an object crashed into the Chesapeake Bay at an estimated 

113,000 kilometers per hour and created an ocean spray of a height of 48 kilometers.71 The 

devastation by such a weapon would not just be lethal to a city or coastline of a state, but the 

collateral damage to the states near to it and to other global populations could be incredibly high. 

On January 11, 2001, US Space Commission Report concluded the following needs for 

Space weapons and their capabilities. The Commission gave its views on the following issues 

with space operations for the United States: 

• The role for space in future national security affairs and the challenges the 

US is likely to confront to its commercial, civil, defense and intelligence 

interests in space 
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• Objectives for advancing US interests in space by enabling and encouraging 

development of policies, personnel, technologies and operations essential to 

maintaining US leadership. 

• US agencies involved in national security space as a basis for understanding 

current practices and identifying alternative approaches to organization and 

management 

• Current management of space activity at the national level, within the 

Department of Defense and within the Intelligence Community 

• Recommendation for organization and management, including specific 

proposals to address discrete issues and problems identified in the course of 

the Commission’s deliberations.72 

Additionally, the RAND Corporation released a detailed book on the three main types of Space 

Weapons that are in theory or have been tested to some capacity, and broke them down to three 

different types. Space-Based Directed-Energy, Kinetic-Energy, and Natural Meteoroides.73 

 The most talked about weapon of the immediate future that we have already in capacity 

to build and knowledge of its practical ability is the mass driver, railgun, or the electromagnetic 

gun.74 The problem with the railgun today is that not since the 1970s has a gun been invented on 

the premise and been able to break the initial speed record set by the original. In 1976, NASA 

gave out a contract to produce a coilgun, or as it was called “Mass Driver I.” The team that 

produced this sought to carry out the production of a second, more powerful Mass Driver II, but 
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was denied the funding when Wisconsin Senator William Proxmire used television to claim that 

NASA was funding insane fantasies.75  

Some other weapon ideas that have been discussed are lasers, which suffer from the heat 

shield being too strong against them. Earth-based interceptors have also been considered against 

earth-based platforms, but part of the space race is funding a weapon capable of preventing the 

effectiveness of an ICBM from Russia, or China.76 “One of the key things is that success in 

spaces gives technological credibility to any US advanced technology, whether it is commercial 

technology or military technology, or even the promise of military technology…When President 

Reagan suggested that we make nuclear weapons obsolete through the Strategic Defense 

Initiative, practically the same cast of characters came up and said it could not be done.”77 

Mining Operations and New Colonialism 

 In the early 1970s, Princeton Physicist Gerard K. O’Neill became obsessed with the 

Electromagnetic launcher. The idea he imagined was to construct floating colonies built on 

cylinders and having small towns and biospheres, an environment which mimics the climate, 

weather, and wildlife of Earth. Additionally, O’Neill proposed rather than rocketing construction 

material continuously into space that lunar rock would be mined, delivered to a manufacturing 

plant which would ship cargo to the colonies outside of the Earth’s surface.78 Unfortunately, the 

ideas of his colonies would be a burden on the career of O’Neill thanks to Wisconsin Senator 

William Proxmire. 

 There is some contention that talk of privatization and colonialism in space is 

inappropriate or illegal. With the Outer Space Treaty, there is no provision allowing for it or 
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forbidding it. It is solely to keep nuclear weapons out of space.79 Currently NASA has rovers and 

robotic spacecraft currently surveying Mars, on its surface and in its orbit. The purpose of this 

research is to help identify ways for the astronauts that go there to survive easier on the surface 

of Mars.80 In the 1970s, NASA put together a contest for developing interest in Space Colonies. 

“Those that colonize space will control vast lands, enormous amounts of electrical power, and 

nearly unlimited material resources. The societies that develop these resources will create 

wealth beyond our wildest imagination and wield power -- hopefully for good rather than for 

ill.”81 

An American Reflection 

In Alexander Hamilton’s Number 11, of the Federalist Papers, “The Utility of the Union 

in Respect to Commercial Relations and a Navy” highlights several key reasons to secure for the 

American fledgling state a federal navy. The issues looming were European perceptions of the 

American threat, the threat of Great Britain post-war, the protection of our trade and economy 

dependent on merchants, and the desire of nations to always cripple and make dependent their 

rivals. 

When the war concluded in 1787, the Founders did not find themselves being respected 

as a state by many of the European powers, let alone their “allies” in France and Spain. “There 

are appearances to authorize a supposition that the adventurous spirit, which distinguishes the 

commercial character of America, has already excited uneasy sensations in several of the 

maritime powers of Europe. They seem to be apprehensive of our too great interference in that 
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carrying trade, which is the support of their navigation and the foundation of their naval 

strength.”82 

 While it was true that Great Britain had lost the war, there was at the time a counter-

dependency between both Great Britain and the United States. “Suppose, for instance, we had a 

government in America capable of excluding Great Britain (with whom we have at present no 

treaty of commerce) from all our ports; what would be the probable operation of this step upon 

her politics? Would it not enable us to negotiate, with the fairest prospect of success, for 

commercial privileges of the most valuable and extensive kind in the dominions of that 

kingdom?”83 This condition was exceptionally noted during the Napoleonic Wars, and presented 

a foil to attempts to be neutral. Neutrality was hard to protect without a navy, and without the 

ability to prohibit or decline maritime states from trading with the United States and vice-versa.84 

But in the reverse of this eligible situation, we shall discover that the rivalships of 

the parts would make them checks upon each other and would frustrate all the 

tempting advantages which nature has kindly placed within our reach. In a state 

so insignificant our commerce would be prey to the wanton intermeddlings of all 

nations at war with each other, who having nothing to fear from us, would with 

little scruple or remorse supply their wants by depredations on our property as 

often as it fell in their way. The rights of neutrality will only be respected when 

they are defended by an adequate power. A nation, despicable by its weakness, 

forfeits even the privilege of being neutral.85 
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Finally, Hamilton writes a strong set of statements that applies to the very situation of 

American-Russian space power and competition. The fact is that currently America is 

exploitable, weakened by a lack of a space navy, and solely dependent on the Russians and 

others to carry out any missions she desires to put great effort into. 

It would be in the power of the maritime nations, availing themselves of our 

universal impotence, to prescribe the conditions of our political existence; and as 

they have a common interest in being our carriers, and still more in preventing 

our being theirs, they would in all probability combine to embarrass our 

navigation in such a manner as would in effect destroy it and confine us to a 

Passive Commerce. We should thus be compelled to content ourselves with the 

first price of our commodities and to see the profits of our trade snatched from us 

to enrich our enemies and persecutors. 

It is not unfair to say the Soviets desired American submission to their space power, and 

that Russian today would desire that as well. If we refuse to see that Space Power is a growing 

concern, and fail to protect ourselves in this manner,86 we will find ourselves much like many a 

state that fought Britain at its height of Sea Power. When the enemy controls the only 

chokepoints to space, and therefore the only direct means of communication with the space 

system, one finds themselves controlled by their enemy.  

“The ocean commerce of Northern Europe passed either through the narrow Strait of 

Dover, under British guns, or around the Northern tip of Scotland, where the British navy 

maintained constant vigil.”87 Today the Russians do the same with the two breakpoints for 

manned travel into space. Either the world must travel through the shadow of Russia in 
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Kazakhstan, or it must go to Russia itself to travel to space, and in either case, the world is forced 

to conform to the Russian style of space shipping and the Russian ships themselves. 
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